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Abstract9

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful technique used to determine the molec-10

ular structure of biological tissues. In breast tissues for example, the scattering11

signatures of dense fibroglandular tissue and carcinoma have been shown to be12

significantly different. In this study, XRD was used as a second control level13

when conventional mammography results were unclear, for instance because of14

overly high breast density. A system optimized for this issue, called multifocal15

XRD, was developed combining energy dispersive spectral information at dif-16

ferent scattering angles. This system allows depth-imaging in one go but needs17

an x,y-direction scan to image the region conventional mammography identified18

as suspect. The scan-time for about 10 cm3 with an incident flux of about19

4.8·107 photons per second would be around 2 seconds. For this study, breast20

phantoms with and without cancerous nodule were simulated to assess the sep-21

aration power of the method and to determine the radiation dose required to22

obtain nearly ideal separation. For tumors situated in the center of the breast,23

the required dose was only about 0.3 mGy, even for breasts with high density.24

The tumor position was shown to have a low impact on detectability provided25

it remained in a zone where the system was sufficiently sensitive. The influence26

of incident spectrum maximum energy was also studied. The required dose re-27

mained very low with any of the incident spectra tested. Finally, an image slice28

was reconstructed in the x-direction and showed that the system can detect the29
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presence of a small tumor (4 mm). Hence, XRD is a very promising tool to30

reduce the number of unnecessary invasive breast biopsies.31

Keywords: X-ray scattering, breast cancer, breast phantom simulation,32

radiation dose, system optimization, depth imaging, reconstruction.33

1. Introduction34

Conventional mammography is based on the premise that normal breast35

tissue and cancerous tissue differ in how they absorb X-rays. Mammography is36

currently believed to be the most effective breast screening tool. However, it is37

limited by the low contrast between the details to be detected (e.g. nodules) [1]38

and the background composed of adipose and fibroglandular tissues. The higher39

the proportion of fibroglandular tissue (i.e., the more dense the breast tissue),40

the more difficult it will be to detect a small lesion. This difficulty can lead to41

false negative or false positive diagnoses, resulting in missed cancer detection or42

unnecessary biopsies.43

As breast biopsy is an invasive technique which causes patients considerable44

stress, the number of unnecessary ones should be reduced. This article proposes45

a non-invasive X-ray diffraction (XRD) method which could reduce the number46

of unnecessary breast biopsies. XRD can detect the molecular structure of47

biological tissues [2] which is not possible with X-ray absorption. Hence, it48

delivers additional information about the tissue to be classified. The potential49

of XRD to improve breast cancer diagnosis was recognized by numerous authors.50

Some of them suggested to enhance contrast of conventional mammography by51

combining transmission and coherent scattering images [3–5]. XRD as a stand-52

alone technique was also considered. Different XRD computed tomography53

systems were proposed [6–9]. The most important problem of XRD in breast54

cancer diagnosis is the system sensitivity, which implies long measurement time55

[10–12] and high dose delivery. Chaparian et al. [13, 14] proposed a method to56

optimize an energy dispersive X-ray diffraction system for clinical applications in57

terms of sensitivity notably. Though, this system only acquires at one scattering58
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angle and acquisition of thicker objects requires a depth scan. Moreover, their59

study did not include dose considerations. Ghammraoui et al. [15, 16] analyzed60

the impact of delivered dose on image quality in coherent scatter computed61

tomography (CSCT) of the breast. The present study does not use tomography62

but a system requiring only a simple x,y-scan to perform volumic XRD imaging.63

Its purpose was to determine the dose necessary to detect a 4 mm breast tumor64

using this XRD technique.65

We propose an optimized XRD system for use as a second control after66

conventional mammography with suspicious outcome. Using a convergent col-67

limation system and a spectroscopic imaging detector, the system combines68

energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXRD) spectral information at different69

scattering angles. A multi-angle EDXRD approach was suggested by other re-70

search teams [17, 18] and it was shown that this technique allows an increase71

of system sensitivity as well as an increase in the accessible momentum transfer72

range [19].73

The aim of this study was to show that this system can detect a small74

tumor of about 4 mm in a fibroglandular tissue background while only requiring75

exposure to a reasonable (not more than in conventional mammography) dose of76

radiation. This feasibility was demonstrated using simulations of XRD spectra77

for breast phantoms with different tissue compositions (varying breast density,78

with or without carcinoma nodule). The ability of the system to distinguish79

between spectra with or without carcinoma was assessed, and the dose required80

to obtain faithful distinction between samples was determined. The impact of81

tumor position and the energy level of the incident spectrum on the required82

dose were also studied. Finally, one scan slice measurement in the x-direction83

was simulated and reconstructed to confirm assessed system performances.84
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2. Theory85

2.1. X-ray diffraction86

Coherent X-ray scattering or Rayleigh X-ray scattering, leading to X-ray

diffraction when analyzing crystalline samples, is commonly used to determine

the molecular structure of matter. Classically, coherent scattering is explained

by the interaction between the electric field associated with the X-ray beam and

the distribution of the electron charge in the analyzed sample. Under the action

of the incident electric field, electrons oscillate and emit radiation with the same

energy as the incident X-ray photon, but in a different direction. Radiation

emitted by different electrons in the same or different atoms can constructively

interfere to produce a typical X-ray scattering pattern. These patterns depend

on the variable χ defined as:

χ =
E

hc
· sin

(
θ

2

)
(1)

χ is given in nm−1 and is proportional to the momentum transferred to the87

photon causing it to be scattered at an angle θ. E corresponds to the photon en-88

ergy, h to Planck’s constant and c to the speed of light (1/hc ≈ 0.806 keV−1·nm−1).89

Hereafter, we will refer to χ as the momentum transfer.90

The differential cross-section per electron for each solid angle is given by:91

dσcoh
dΩ

=
dσTh
dΩ

· f2
IAM (χ,Z) · s (χ) (2)

where dσTh

dΩ = r2
e

1+cos2 θ
2 is the classical Thomson cross-section for a free92

electron, fIAM is the coherent scatter form factor for independent atoms, ac-93

counting for interference between X-rays scattered by different electrons from94

the same atom; s is the molecular interference function accounting for intra-95

and intermolecular interference. This function corresponds to discrete Bragg96

peaks for materials with well defined long range orders, such as crystals. In the97

case of amorphous materials presenting a short-range order, such as biological98

tissues, s will be a continuous function with an oscillatory behavior around unit99

value, and a decreasing amplitude as χ tends toward higher values.100
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According to equation (1), XRD spectra can be measured in two ways. Usu-101

ally, XRD spectra are measured by acquiring the diffraction signal as a function102

of θ at a fixed beam energy. This technique is called angular dispersive X-ray103

diffraction (ADXRD). For their acquisition a monochromatic X-ray beam is104

necessary, which strongly reduces the photon flux if a conventional X-ray tube105

is used. The second technique, energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXRD),106

requires X-ray spectroscopic detectors capable of measuring the scattered inten-107

sity at a fixed scattering angle θ, across a range of energies. As a conventional108

polychromatic X-ray tube can be used for this method, there is no photon flux109

problem. In general, EDXRD spectra present a lower resolution than ADXRD110

as in addition to resolution factors that are common to both methods (e.g. pixel111

size, object voxel size, angular resolution of the system...) spectral resolution112

of the detector also degrades the resolution. In ADXRD, the spectral width113

of the incident spectrum impacts the resolution but this spectral width only114

exists around the chosen energy whereas in EDXRD each energy bin of the de-115

tector presents a given spectral width. Nevertheless, EDXRD presents certain116

advantages compared to ADXRD. First of all, as has already been mentioned,117

the use of a polychromatic conventional X-ray tube is possible. Furthermore,118

one detector pixel can acquire the entire XRD pattern of a given object voxel.119

Therefore, it is possible to acquire the XRD signatures of different object in120

one pass which significantly increases the acquisition speed. It is also possible121

to combine the classical ADXRD and EDXRD techniques in order to increase122

system sensitivity, which will be proposed in the following study.123

2.2. X-ray diffraction in breast imaging124

The diffraction patterns of biological tissues, which correspond to a molecu-125

lar structure with short-range order, are characterized by one or more smooth126

peaks at well-defined momentum transfer values (Fig. 1). Several studies at-127

tempted to classify different breast tissues using EDXRD [9, 10, 12, 20, 21], or128

ADXRD [8, 22–25]. A common result of these studies is that healthy adipose tis-129

sue produces a sharp peak at low momentum transfer values around 1.1 nm−1,130
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while carcinoma presents a broad peak at higher momentum transfer values131

around 1.6 nm−1 (Fig. 1). This higher value corresponds to the maximum of132

the water scattering signature. Though, the difference between the scattering133

signatures of cancerous tissue and benign tumor was found to be very small by134

Pani et al. [9] (Fig. 1.a), and it does not seem possible to distinguish these two135

tissue types by XRD. Kidane et al. [10] found fibroadenoma scattering signature136

to have a maximum around 1.6 nm−1 as carcinoma and with scattering inten-137

sity at lower momentum transfer values between fibroglandular and cancerous138

tissue (Fig. 1.b). This signature seems to be easier to separate from carcinoma139

than the pattern determined by Pani et al. but more difficult than fibroglan-140

dular tissue. The attenuation of carcinoma and benign tumors is very similar.141

However, their shape is different. A fibroadenoma is well defined and sharply142

demarcated, whereas a carcinoma is ill-defined and has a stellate form. Hence,143

using the anatomical information from classical mammography or breast CT, it144

might be possible to distinguish between benign and malignant neoplasm.145

Therefore, in this study we concentrate on distinguishing between healthy146

fibroglandular tissue and carcinoma. Both tissue types are very dense and it147

is often difficult to distinguish between them using conventional mammography148

because of their very similar absorption coefficients. Their XRD signatures, in149

contrast, are quite different. Fig. 1.b shows scattering profiles for the two types150

of tissue, as determined by [10] on a statistically significant number of samples.151

We used these scattering profiles as reference signatures for this study.152

The main difference between fibroglandular and cancerous tissues is situated153

at low momentum transfer values around the fat peak (around 1.1 nm−1), as154

shown in Fig. 1.b. The χ-values of interest are between 1 nm−1 and 2.5 nm−1
155

in the present work.156
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(a) Breast adipose tissue (black dashed line), cancerous

tissue (red line) and benign tumor (blue broken line) [9].

(b) Fibroglandular tissue (light green dashed line), pure

carcinoma (red line) and fibroadenoma (blue broken line)

[10].

Figure 1: Scattering signatures for different breast tissues.
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3. Materials and methods157

3.1. X-ray diffraction system158

As explained previously, XRD is proposed to be used as a second control159

when conventional X-ray mammography results do not give a clear diagnosis.160

Conventional mammography allows to determine the position of the suspect161

region in the (x,y) plane, but not its depth within the breast. Hence, the162

proposed XRD system must be able to target a specific region in the (x,y) plane163

and to image the whole breast thickness, i.e., to obtain a diffraction pattern as164

a function of momentum transfer for each depth position in the breast.165

A classical EDXRD setup consists of a collimated polychromatic X-ray source,166

a secondary collimation system to select the nominal diffraction angle, and a167

spectroscopic detector. In our setup, we associate a collimated polychromatic168

incident pencil beam with convergent secondary collimation targeting (x,y) (Fig.169

2). This type of system corresponds to a multi-angle EDXRD system, since dif-170

ferent diffraction angles will be intercepted (convergent system). Furthermore,171

intercepting different scattering angles makes it possible to use a larger detector172

surface for the region to be imaged, hence increasing the systems sensitivity.173

The use of a thin pencil beam means that the diffraction signal is only emitted174

from a thin line in the sample, which will be referred to as the Z-axis hereafter.175

Another possible solution to inspect the suspicious region would be CSCT176

[7, 15, 26]. Batchelar et al. [26] used an ADXRD CSCT system working without177

secondary collimation. This results in an increase of the system sensitivity.178

Though, the sample to be analyzed must be thin. Otherwise, there would be179

mixing between different scattering angles and tissues. As we want to analyze180

the whole breast thickness, this system is not suitable. Ghammraoui et al.181

[15] compared the performance of two CSCT system configurations: fan-beam182

and pencil-beam configuration. Fan-beam geometry allows to acquire a whole183

image slice at once but to avoid mixing of different scattering angles strong184

collimation is required, which significantly reduces system sensitivity. Pencil185

beam configuration requires less collimation. Though, measurement lines (or186
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translations) and sample rotation are required, which is not always easy in187

clinical routine. They also investigated the use of multiplexed-beams geometry188

which is faster than pencil beam configuration but still requires sample rotation189

typical for CT imaging.190

Figure 2: Schematic representation of a system combining EDXRD information at multiple

scattering angles: a polychromatic incident pencil beam, a convergent (multifocal) secondary

collimation system and a spectroscopic detector.

3.1.1. Incident X-ray beam191

The incident X-ray source was simulated using SpekCalc [27]. The anode192

material was chosen to be tungsten. The choice of a tungsten anode instead193

of a molybdenum as normally used in mammography, can be justified by the194

fact that molybdenum presents low bremsstrahlung intensity compared to its195

characteristic peaks. In EDXRD, it is important to have a more continuous196

distribution of photons over the different energies of the incident spectrum in197

order to cover the required χ-range at the chosen scattering angle. Hence, tung-198

sten is a suitable choice. A 0.2 mm copper filter was used to suppress photons199

below 20 keV as these photons would be almost entirely absorbed by photo-200

electric interaction (Fig. 3) producing a dose deposit without generating any201
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(a) Linear attenuation coefficients.

(b) Mean energy deposit.

Figure 3: a) Linear attenuation coefficients of water for different types of interaction. b)

Mean energy deposit (multiple interactions included) for one photon in 50 mm of a material

with average chemical composition of breast tissue as a function of incident photon energy

(generated with PENELOPE 2008 [28]).

diffraction signal. Similarly, energies above 100 keV appear superfluous as the202

probability of Rayleigh scattering becomes very low compared to Compton scat-203

tering. This is illustrated by Fig. 3 showing the linear attenuation coefficients204

of water (a) and the mean energy deposit (generated with PENELOPE 2008205

[28]) in 50 mm of a material whose chemical composition is close to average206

breast tissue (H: 9.82%, C: 33.15%, N: 3.41%, O: 51.96%, P: 0.50%, S: 0.52%,207

K: 0.63% [29], percentages correspond to mass fractions). Hence, the reference208

incident X-ray spectrum in this work is between 20 and 100 keV. Though, to209

study the impact of the maximum energy of the incident X-ray spectrum on210

system performances, a range of tube voltages, between 40 kV and 150 kV, was211

tested.212
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3.1.2. Secondary collimation213

Two possible convergent collimation systems were considered here: a mono-214

focal system and a multifocal system. Monofocal collimation systems only target215

at one point in the object and require a depth scan, whereas multifocal systems216

focus on several sample points simultaneously, and can acquire the whole depth217

in one shot. Both systems require an (x,y)-scan to image the region identified as218

suspect by mammography. A convergent monofocal system has been considered219

by Malden and Speller [17] who used a multi-angle approach for baggage inspec-220

tion. Though, as it is focused on only one voxel this kind of system would also221

require a scan in the z-direction. This would significantly increase dose delivery222

and it appears too complex for routine use in practice. Hence, this article only223

presents results obtained with a multifocal collimation system able to image the224

whole sample thickness in one go. A schematic representation of a multifocal225

collimation system is illustrated in Fig. 2.226

To obtain the best possible resolution and sensitivity in all directions, a con-227

ical secondary collimation setup was chosen, in line with the intrinsic symmetry228

of XRD. Circular symmetry for the secondary collimation was previously sug-229

gested by Harding and Schreiber [30] for instance. However, their system is a230

mono-angle EDXRD system with one slit focused on only one object voxel,231

whereas the collimation system proposed here corresponds to a multi-angle232

EDXRD system with several slits focused on a whole sample line. It is composed233

of seven hollow cones nested one inside the other. A beam-stop was placed in the234

center to stop transmission signal. The collimation system in Fig. 2 represents235

a cross-section of this type of collimation system.236

The collimation system was designed without multiplexing, which means237

that each detector pixel only receives the diffraction signal from a single object238

voxel. In the case of the presented system, this means that each detector pixel239

only receives the diffraction signal from a single collimation hole (a concentric240

annulus in our case) as the system was conceived to adress only one connected241

depth-region in the target. Therefore, the detector was divided into as many242
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parts as the number of holes, and each part was associated with a single hole243

(Fig. 2). It has to be noted that a detector part contains several pixels. The total244

detection surface is the same for each part. Fig. 4 illustrates the subdivision of245

the detector and the definition of a pixel annulus.246

Each hole targets a different sample depth position (multifocal collimation)247

and covers a well defined region in the sample. Collimation height H and hole248

aperture h were adjusted in order to intercept the required momentum transfer249

range (combination of incident photon energies and covered scattering angles)250

between χ = 1 and 2.5 nm−1 (Fig. 1) and to obtain a momentum transfer251

resolution of at least 0.2 nm−1 while maintaining system sensitivity as high252

as possible. Table 1 summarizes the system parameters used for this study.253

Resolution was mostly influenced by collimation height and hole size. ”Pixel254

size” (annular thickness) was not limiting if it remained small (around 1 mm255

or smaller). The number of holes was fixed in order to have as much holes by256

respecting a septa thickness of at least 0.3 mm and by targeting the desired257

scattering angles. Covered scattering angles range from 0.1◦ to 11◦, where each258

hole intercept a different range of angles. The first hole corresponds to low259

scattering angles (up to 5◦), whereas the last hole covers the highest scattering260

angles. Collimator material was simulated as iron, which is less expensive than261

tungsten and easier to manufacture. Septa thickness was about 1 mm at detector262

side and between 0.3 and 0.5 mm at sample side.263

Figure 4: Schematic representation of detector partitioning (detection surface of detector part

A = detection surface of detector part B). One detector part contains more than one pixel.

The red pixel, which is represented here, is part of the white detector part.
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Table 1: System parameters. H: collimation height; h: collimation hole size; p: annular

thickness; Ld: detector dimension.

Number H h p Ld

of holes (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

7 230 0.8 1.0 100

Obviously, eventhough this kind of collimation allows to collect the scattering264

signal following the whole annulus associated to one scattering angle, it strongly265

restricts the number of detected photons compared to the number of incident266

photons. Coded aperture systems combining EDXRD and ADXRD [31, 32]267

use less collimation and can also be used to obtain a 2D image. However, this268

kind of systems seems more adequate for discrete scattering signatures than269

for continuous tissue signatures. Eventhough the number of detected photons270

is higher, the amount of information that can be retrieved is not necessarily271

higher because of ambiguity between scattering angle and momentum transfer272

(due to multiplexing) with coded apertures, which seems to be more difficult273

to resolve for amorphous spectra than for crystalline spectra. The amount of274

information carried by the photons is not the same for each detected photon.275

We tested to add slight multiplexing to our system in order to increase system276

sensitivity, but the required dose to detect the small tumor also increased.277

3.1.3. Detector278

For this study, we considered a 5 mm thick 2D 10×10 mm2 spectroscopic279

CdZnTe detector with 2.5 mm anode pitch. CdZnTe is a room temperature280

semiconductor detector with high resistivity (ρ = 5 ·1010 Ω ·cm), good transport281

properties (µτ = 5·10−3 cm·V −1) and a crystallinity compatible with fabrication282

of devices measuring several cm3. The thickness of 5 mm is hence feasible and283

is well appropriate for the considered range of energies. In a previous study [33],284

we showed that a spatial resolution of 0.4 mm can be achieved at 60 keV with285

this detector geometry using transient signal processing, a technique known as286
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subpixel positioning. The advantage of this technique is that it can improve287

spatial resolution without degrading the spectral response by charge sharing288

(due to smaller anode size). Here, 1 mm subpixel size was used for our system289

simulations. The associated ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit) was290

based on IDeFX-HD [34], which combines low noise and low power. In practice,291

the average energy resolution was about 2.5% at 122 keV.292

Using these characteristics, a detector response matrix (DRM), accounting293

for limited energy resolution of the detector, was obtained using Tasmania, a294

simulation environment developed in our laboratory. It gives the probability295

of detecting a given amplitude A knowing the incident photon energy Ed on296

the detector. This detector response model takes into account the following297

elements: radiation (photons & photoelectrons) transport based on PENELOPE298

[28], a 3D electric field model (for applied and weighting fields), 3D charge299

carrier transport (diffusion, drift, trapping & Coulomb repulsion) [35], a detailed300

noise model (detector & readout electronics) and a behavioral model of analog301

electronics (shaping, trigger & peak detector).302

3.1.4. Sensitivity and resolution303

System sensitivity only depends on the geometric parameters of the acquisi-304

tion system and not on the interaction cross-section of the sample. The sensitiv-305

ity achieved with detector position r for the position in the sample ZSample can306

be defined as the ratio of the surface (Fig. 5.a), at detector level, of an isotrop-307

ically radiating point located at ZSample to the intercepted detector surface at308

detector position r:309

dS (Z, r) =

∫ 2π

0

Zrdr

4π (r2 + Z2)
3
2

dϕ (3)

where Z = ZSample+H+g with g the gap between secondary collimation and310

sample. Integration over the cylindrical coordinate, ϕ, is necessary to consider311

the whole detector annulus of radius r and thickness dr (Fig. 5.b). To obtain a312

system sensitivity in the pixel range with a radius, Rd, from the center to the313
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(a) Example for one hole h. (b) Cylindrical geometry.

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of sensitivity calculations.

sampling point, ZSample, it is sufficient to integrate all r from which ZSample314

can be ”seen” and which are part of the pixel.315

Fig. 6.a shows the sensitivity distribution on the detector (detector position316

Rd) and in the sample (depth position in the sample ZSample) which was cal-317

culated analytically. The higher the sensitivity value the more of the photons318

(isotropically) emitted from ZSample can be detected at a given detector posi-319

tion Rd. A gap of 10 mm between the secondary collimation and the breast320

sample was considered to produce maximum sensitivity at the center of the321

breast. The size of the gap was determined by considering the analytically cal-322

culated sensitivity profile in the sample for the case, where the sample and the323

secondary collimation are in contact. In this case, maximum sensitivity was at324

ZSample = 35 mm (ZSample = 0 mm corresponds to the sample edge at sec-325

ondary collimation side). The different detector parts were obviously sensitive326

to different sample zones. Hence, the system is a multifocal collimation system.327

This multifocal nature was also confirmed by the sensitivity profile in the sam-328

ple represented in Fig. 6.b, which corresponds to the sum over Rd of Fig. 6.a.329

The systems sensitivity was good almost throughout the samples thickness with330

its maximum, which is indeed at the center (ZSample = 25 mm). Because it is331
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close to the pencil beam axis (Z-axis) where the diffraction signal originates, the332

first hole is sensitive to the whole sample thickness (Fig. 6.a), meaning that its333

spatial resolution is very poor. Global resolution of the system is significantly334

deteriorated by the first hole, but it allows detection of features in the lower335

sample regions and thus increases the systems overall sensitivity as a whole.336

The overall system performance of the collimation was assessed based on337

detective quantum efficiency (DQE) and modulation transfer frequency (MTF)338

calculations [19, 36]. It has to be noted this is not the commonly used definition339

of DQE for detectors. Here it indicates the performance of the collimation340

system associated to a given detector area. This wider concept of DQE was also341

considered by Starck et al. [37] to characterize gamma camera systems. We342

adapted these calculations do XRD imaging systems [19]. In photon counting343

systems (Poisson noise) such as XRD systems, the DQE is the product of the344

sensitivity and squared modulus of the MTF [36]: DQE(ν) = S ·MTF2(ν).345

We are able to determine the MTF of one pair hole-pixel (MTFhp(νz)). Use346

of the DQE allows to obtain a synthetical figure of merit combining sensitiv-347

ity and resolution [19]. The DQE of a pair hole-pixel is given by the squared348

MTFhp(νz) weighted by its sensitivity Shp. To get the DQE of the whole colli-349

mation system, the contributions of the different pairs hole-pixel can simply be350

summed if there is no multiplexing [36]:351

DQE(νz) =
∑
pixels

Shp ·MTF2
hp(νz) (4)

The global spatial resolution, R, can be determined from the modulation352

transfer function curve:353

1

R
= 2

∫ +∞

0

DQE(νz)

DQE(0)
dνz = 2

∫ +∞

0

MTF2(νz)dνz (5)

This definition is consistent with the full width at half maximum (FWHM)354

for a rectangular gate-shaped point spread function. Angular MTFhp(νθ) is de-355

termined by geometrical considerations linking z and θ, and momentum transfer356

MTFhp(νχ) can be calculated using the relationship between θ and χ (Eq. 1).357
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The calculated overall system resolutions are summarized in table 2. With358

9.6 mm in the direction of the samples thickness, the spatial resolution is low,359

but it is nevertheless better than other XRD systems, which do not offer any360

depth resolution. Some XRD imaging techniques such as CSCT [7, 16] and361

coded aperture coherent spectral imaging [31, 38] allow to obtain better spatial362

resolution in beam direction. Greenberg et al. [38], for instance, obtained a363

spatial resolution of 5 mm in beam direction. However, contrast is lost due364

to multiplexing inherent in coded aperture methods. In CSCT the resolution365

is good but in clinical routine it is not always easy to rotate while imaging,366

especially in breast imaging. We seek to propose an imaging system able to367

acquire the whole sample thickness in one go with a satisfying spatial resolution368

and having a good sensitivity while maintaining the best possible momentum369

transfer resolution without the need of rotating movements.370

The momentum transfer resolution meets the constraint of 0.2 nm−1 for371

almost every energy tested due to adequate angular resolution. Integration372

over the whole incident X-ray spectrum (between 20 and 100 keV) leads to373

an average momentum transfer resolution of about 0.07 nm−1. However, the374

calculations did not take the detectors energy resolution into account because375

we were interested in proposing the best possible collimation system. Doing376

so slightly deteriorates the momentum transfer resolution, as this resolution377

depends on both angular and spectral resolution:378

∆χ =
E

2hc
· cos

(
θ

2

)
∆θ +

1

hc
sin

(
θ

2

)
∆E (6)

If a mean energy resolution of 3 keV is considered, this corresponds to 5%379

at 60 keV. This leads to a resolution of 0.1 nm−1 at 2 nm−1. At 20 keV this380

resolution will be lower and 100 keV it will be higher, but in average the global381

momentum transfer resolution is not worse than the required 0.2 nm−1. In382

the following simulation study both contributions (angular resolution of the383

collimation and energy resolution of the detector) are taken into account.384
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(a) Sensitivity distribution.

(b) Sensitivity profile.

Figure 6: Sensitivity distribution and sensitivity profile of the simulated X-ray diffraction

system across the sample (sample starts at 0 and ends at 50 mm).

Table 2: Resolutions of the X-ray diffraction system considered (the spectral resolution of the

detector not taken into account).

Spatial Angular χ at 20 keV χ at 60 keV χ at 100 keV χ at 150 keV

(mm) (◦) (nm−1) (nm−1) (nm−1) (nm−1)

9.6 0.21 0.029 0.09 0.15 0.22
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3.2. Simulations385

Our X-ray diffraction system’s capacity to distinguish between carcinoma386

and fibroglandular tissue was assessed using Monte-Carlo simulations of the387

whole system and a breast phantom. These simulations were performed with388

PENELOPE [28], by adapting cross-sections for coherent scattering to take389

intra- and intermolecular radiation interference, i.e., X-ray diffraction, into ac-390

count. Cross-sections used in PENELOPE for Rayleigh scattering only contain391

the Thomson cross-section and the coherent scatter form factor (Eq. 2). We392

replaced these cross-sections by the diffraction signatures determined by [10]393

(Fig. 1.b).394

Simulations take into account all kinds of interaction (Rayleigh scattering,395

Compton scattering, Photoelectric absorption, multiple scattering, fluorescence)396

and all possible locations of interaction (collimation, phantom, detector).397

3.2.1. Breast phantom398

The simulated breast phantom was a 50 mm thick, and 150 mm diameter399

cylinder of adipose tissue containing an ellipsoid of fibroglandular tissue (axis400

in x- and y-direction: 70 mm) corresponding to a region with altered compo-401

sition. To assess the impact of the thickness (i.e. the axis in z-direction) of402

fibroglandular tissue, this ellipsoid was simulated in a range of thicknesses: 20,403

30 and 40 mm. This allowed us to verify whether high density breast tissue404

can be imaged with XRD. A small spherical carcinoma nodule was located in405

the center of the phantom, in the case of a phantom with tumor. The diameter406

of this nodule was about 4 mm, which corresponds to a very small tumor size.407

In scintimammography, for instance, tumors smaller than 6 mm are difficult to408

detect [39, 40]. Fig. 7 shows a schematic representation of the breast phantom.409

As system sensitivity is not the same over the whole of the samples thickness,410

it is important to study the impact of tumor position on its detectability. The411

tumor was always located in the fibroglandular mass at this location will result412

in doubtful mammography results. Therefore, tumor position variation study413

was realized with 40 mm fibroglandular thickness. Four tumor offset positions414
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were tested: +20 mm, +10 mm, -10 mm and -20 mm. A positive tumor offset415

corresponds to a greater distance between tumor and detector, while a negative416

offset corresponds to a shorter distance.417

Figure 7: Simulated breast phantom presenting a nodule (yellow sphere) composed of pure

carcinoma.

Scans in x-direction (N.B.: scans in y-direction were note simulated as they418

are equivalent to scans in x-direction.) were simulated with and without tumor419

for a fibroglandular thickness of 30 mm and incident spectra at 60 kVp and420

100 kVp. The scan step was chosen to be 1 mm.421

3.3. Data analysis422

3.3.1. Separation power and required incident photon number423

The contrast to noise ratio (CNR) is a measure of the separation power of a424

given imaging system and is defined as:425

CNR =
∆M

σ
(7)

where ∆M = MA−MB corresponds to the difference between the expected426

signal intensities MA and MB produced by materials A and B, and σ corre-427

sponds to the standard deviation of the noise.428

Diffraction measurements follow a Poisson law, but for CNR calculations a Gaus-429

sian approximation (µ = σ2 = λ, where λ is the Poisson parameter) of photon430

noise was used.431

If A and B are the two tissue types to be distinguished (carcinoma and fibrog-432
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landular tissue), using the Gaussian approximation, the squared CNR is given433

by:434

CNR2 =
∑
i

(MA,i −MB,i)
2

σ2
i

(8)

where MA and MB are the expected diffraction signatures of A and B nor-435

malized by the number of incident photons, and σ2
i = MA,i+MB,i the standard436

deviation of MA −MB on channel i.437

In fact, the CNR2 defined above corresponds to the quadratic distance be-438

tween the two distributions, A and B, per incident photon. Hence, the inverse439

of the CNR2 corresponds to the number of photons, Nph,1σ, requested to obtain440

a distance of one standard deviation between the two distributions. This is a441

very low-level separation. Hereafter, a separation of 3σ will be considered:442

Nph,3σ =
9

CNR2
(9)

3.3.2. Dose estimation443

The radiation dose was estimated using the incident X-ray spectrum, Sinc,444

the mean energy deposit for one photon in 50 mm of breast tissue similar ma-445

terial, Emean, as a function of incident photon energy, Ei (Fig. 3.b), and the446

calculated incident photon number, Nph, required to obtain the desired separa-447

tion between XRD spectra with and without carcinoma.448

The mean total energy deposit per photon, DE , for a given incident spectrum449

is calculated using:450

DE =

∑
Ei
Emean (Ei) · Sinc (Ei)∑

Ei
Sinc (Ei)

(10)

The result is expressed in keV. For an incident spectrum with a maximum451

energy of 100 keV, the mean total energy deposit will be about 18.88 keV.452

Knowing the required number of incident photons, the required mean dose is453

given by:454
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D =
DE · 1.6 · 10−16 ·Nph

mirr
(11)

where 1.6 · 10−16 is the conversion factor to transform keV into joules (J),455

and mirr corresponds to the directly irradiated mass. In the present case, the456

irradiated mass is about 5 ·10−8 kg (i.e. pencil beam surface × sample thickness457

× sample density = 10−6m2 × 50 · 10−3m× 1kg ·m−3).458

Note that this dose corresponds indeed to the total dose deposited in the459

whole breast thickness. The mean energy deposit for one photon Emean was460

obtained by Monte-Carlo simulations taking into account every possible inter-461

action within the whole sample thickness.462

3.3.3. Reconstruction method463

The simulated scan measure m is modeled linearly by:464

m (A,Rd, x) =
∑
Z,i

Resp (A,Rd, Z, i) · t (Z, i, x) (12)

where x corresponds to the scan position and Resp (A,Rd, Z, i) to the sys-465

tem response matrix depending on the detected amplitude A, the position on466

the detector Rd, Z and the tissue type i (adipose tissue, fibroglandular tissue,467

carcinoma). t (Z, i, x) is a coefficient indicating whether tissue i is present at468

the position Z and detected at scan position x. As there is no tissue mixing469

in the breast phantoms considered here, it is either equal to zero (tissue i not470

present) or to one (tissue i present).471

The aim of reconstruction is to process measurements, m(A,Rd, x), to es-472

timate the material coefficients, t (Z, i, x), which can be represented in a color473

image, using material i as a single color channel.474

Methods using material decomposition were also suggested by other authors,475

Westmore et al. [7] who proposed a non-negative least squares fitting algorithm476

to estimate the amount of a given material, or Ghammraoui et al. [16] who477

suggested a version of maximum likelihood expectation maximization algorithm478

with ordered subsets.479
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In this study, we used the maximum likelihood expectation maximization480

algorithm for reconstruction[41]. This algorithm is based on the iterative max-481

imization of the log-likelihood function, which is very common in the likelihood482

maximization framework.483

The estimated measurement, m̃, can be written assuming an ideal direct484

system operator, F :485

m̃ (A,Rd, x) =
∑
Z,i

F (A,Rd, Z, i) · t (Z, i, x) (13)

The most significant noise source in diffraction is photon noise, which by its486

nature follows a Poisson law with parameter
∑
Z,i F (A,Rd, Z, i) · t (Z, i, x). A487

maximum likelihood approach consists in determining:488

t̂ = arg max
t≥0

P (m | t) (14)

An iterative solution is thus given by the following algorithm [41]:

t̂n+1 (Z, i, x) =
t̂n (Z, i, x)∑

A,Rd
F (A,Rd, Z, i)

∑
A,Rd

F (A,Rd, Z, i) ·m (A,Rd, x)∑
Z,i F (A,Rd, Z, i) · t̂n (Z, i, x)

(15)

where t̂n+1 is the estimate of t at the nth iteration. Choosing a positive489

value for t̂0 will ensure that the final results are non-negative. Here, a uniform490

initialization was used.491

4. Results and discussion492

Fig. 8 shows two sample XRD spectra (normalized by the number of incident493

photons) to be distinguished; the fibroglandular region was 30 mm thick and494

the incident spectrum had a maximum energy of 100 keV. These spectra were495

simulated for x = 0 and y = 0 corresponding to the phantom center in x,y-496

plane. All the following results are given for this position except the scan slice497

reconstruction, where x-position varied. The gap between secondary collimation498

and object was 10 mm for each simulation in this work.499
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The segments visible in the spectra and even more clearly in their difference500

correspond to the limits of the different collimation holes. The dotted lines in501

Fig. 8.c indicate these limits. By summing the normalized spectra from Fig. 8502

in both directions, the object depending global sensitivity can be determined,503

which takes into account geometrical factors as well as the sample interaction504

cross-section. It corresponds to the ratio between the number of incident pho-505

tons on the sample and the number of detected photons. This is not exactly the506

same quantity as defined in section 3.1.4, which is purely geometrical (which507

proportion of photons emitted isotropically at a given Z can be detected by the508

system) and does not take into account interaction cross-section in the sample.509

In this case, object depending global sensitivity is approximately 2 · 10−3.510

Multiplication of this value by the number of incident photons gives the total511

number of photons detected. The CNR2 per incident photon is about 2 · 10−6,512

which is very low, explaining why the differences between the two XRD spectra513

(without tumor (Fig. 8.a); with tumor (Fig. 8.b)) are hardly visible. Fig. 8.c514

shows the difference spectrum in absolute value. The difference to be detected515

is only in the order of a few percent (difference values per pixel and per channel516

between 10−8 and 10−7 compared to XRD spectrum values per pixel and per517

channel of about 10−6).518

Hereafter, the photon number and associated dose are given for a separation519

of 3σ between XRD spectra with and without tumor. This degree of separation520

corresponds to an almost perfect separation based on the associated analyti-521

cally calculated ROC curve [42]. The number of incident photons required is522

determined using equation 9 and will be around 5 · 106. The associated dose is523

calculated using equation 11. Thus, all given dose values correspond to the dose524

delivered to the irradiated sample volume over the whole sample thickness.525

4.1. Fibroglandular thickness526

The results for the required photon number and the corresponding dose527

for an incident spectrum with a maximum energy of 100 keV and different528

fibroglandular thicknesses are summarized in table 3. Fibroglandular thickness529
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(a) XRD spectrum without tumor. (b) XRD spectrum with tumor.

(c) Difference spectrum (absolute value).

Figure 8: Simulated XRD spectra (x = 0, y = 0, 10 mm gap between sample and secondary

collimation) normalized for the number of incident photons and the absolute value of their

difference. Fibroglandular thickness: 30 mm; incident spectrum maximum energy: 100 keV.

The difference to be detected is minute compared to XRD spectrum values. Dotted lines

correspond to the limits of the detector parts addressed by the different holes.
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has a negligible impact on the number of photons required, thus averaging at530

about 4·106 for a corresponding dose of about 0.24 mGy. This dose is low531

compared to conventional mammography, where the dose delivered is between532

1 and 3 mGy [43–45].533

Hence, scattering signatures for cancerous tissues and fibroglandular tissues534

are sufficiently decorrelated to be distinguished even when the number of de-535

tected photons is small. Furthermore, as the required dose does not significantly536

vary with fibroglandular tissue thickness, high density breast regions pose no537

problems in XRD, unlike in conventional mammography. In fact, as used tube538

voltage is significantly higher than in classical mammography photons have539

higher energy and reduction of expected counts due to increased breast den-540

sity is less significant. Moreover, the incident spectrum was filtered in order to541

remove photons at energies below 20 keV in order to avoid unnecessary dose de-542

posit by photons that are almost completely absorbed, whereas mammography543

typically uses photons at these energies.544

Table 3: Incident photon number and dose required to obtain a separation of 3σ for an incident

spectrum with maximum energy of 100 keV.

Fibroglandular Required photon Required dose

thickness (mm) number (mGy)

20 3.85·106 0.232

30 4.20·106 0.253

40 4.12·106 0.244

4.2. Influence of different maximum energies545

Fig. 9 shows the dose received by samples analyzed using our optimized sys-546

tem, as a function of the maximum energy of the incident spectrum for a phan-547

tom with 40 mm thick fibroglandular tissue section with a tumor at the center of548

the field of view. A minimum was observed at 60 and 70 keV corresponding to a549
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dose of about 0.21 mGy. For incident spectra with lower maximum energy, the550

combination of photon energy and intercepted angles is less appropriate and551

absorption remains higher than coherent scattering. At higher energies, the552

probability of absorption and coherent scattering continue to decrease, whereas553

Compton scattering probability remains constant. Hence, the proportion of sig-554

nal due to Compton scattering increases steadily with increasing photon energy,555

causing blurring of the measured XRD spectrum and unnecessary radiation ex-556

posure. However, even though the received dose increases with higher maximum557

energy of the incident spectrum, the total dose still remains low and acceptable558

compared to conventional mammography.559

Figure 9: Dose required to separate (3σ separation) phantoms (40 mm fibroglandular thick-

ness) with and without tumor as a function of the maximum energy of the incident X-ray

spectrum.

4.3. Impact of tumor position560

The dose required to distinguish between spectra with and without tumor for561

different tumor offsets and maximum incident spectrum energies are presented562

in Fig. 10. If the tumor is located in the center (no offset), the required dose is563

the lowest. In fact, the maximum of sensitivity is in the center and the tumor564

can be ”seen” by five holes (Fig. 6.a). If a tumor offset is introduced, the565

difference between spectra with and without tumor will not be detected by the566

same holes, as the system has a variable sensitivity distribution. The first hole567

always detects part of the difference, as it is sensitive throughout the sample568
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thickness. Required doses are slightly higher for other tumor positions but as569

long as the tumor is in the field of view (sensitivity zone), these doses stay very570

small. The detection of the tumor for the +20 mm offset, where the tumor571

was positioned at ZSample = 45 mm, requires an approximately 5-fold higher572

dose. This position corresponds to a very low sensitivity region for the presented573

system configuration. However, the total dose received still remains not higher574

than with conventional mammography (1-3 mGy).575

Figure 10: Dose required to distinguish (3σ separation) between spectra with and without

carcinoma depending on the position of the tumor within the sample (depth).

4.4. Reconstruction results576

Fig. 11 shows an example of a simulated XRD spectrum for a phantom577

(30 mm fibroglandular tissue thickness, 100 kVp incident spectrum) with a578

tumor at its center, for scan position x =0, corresponding to the center of the579

phantom in the x,y-plane. The number of incident photons was about 5 · 106,580

corresponding to approximately 104 detected photons and to a dose deposit of581

about 0.3 mGy. This dose is consistent with the required dose determined in the582

previous parts of the study and with the dose given by Ghammraoui et al. [15].583

With an incident dose of about 0.5 mGy a small tumor of similar size could be584

reconstructed in a CSCT image when pencil beam geometry was used.585

The number of photons per channel is very low, producing a relatively noisy586

spectrum. However, the number of incident photons is within the order of587
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magnitude determined previously to obtain a 3 σ separation between phantoms588

with and without tumor.589

Each scan slice was simulated using the same incident photon parameters,590

and the image of the breast phantom was reconstructed (Fig. 12) using the591

previously presented reconstruction method. It should be noted that the field592

of view for the image was set smaller than the phantom height. Hence, only593

5 mm of adipose tissue is visible on the upper and lower parts of the image,594

rather than 10 mm.595

This reconstruction clearly shows that the tumor will only be reconstructed596

if it is actually in the simulated phantom slice (Fig. 12.b and fig 12.d), and597

therefore no false positive results should be produced for a tumor positioned598

in the center of the phantom. The tumor is sharper and more intense in the599

reconstruction at 60 kVp. This is consistent with the fact that the optimal600

incident spectrum to detect the small tumor was found to be at 60 kVp. Hence,601

using this incident spectrum the best tumor reconstruction should be obtained.602

Though, compared to reconstructions at 60 kVp, reconstructions at 100 kVp603

present fewer edge artifacts at the limit between fibroglandular tissue and adi-604

pose tissue, especially at low depths within the sample. This difference is due605

to lack of information in the momentum transfer space at low depths. In fact,606

as can be seen in Fig. 6.a, the first hole in the collimation system is the only607

hole sensitive to low depth values. Though the corresponding scattering angles608

are also low because the corresponding detector part is close to the center in609

the x,y-plane (small Rd, Fig. 2 and Fig. 4). Thus, to cover the same momentum610

transfer range as for other holes intercepting higher scattering angles (higher Rd611

values), higher energies are needed. It appears that the information obtained at612

60 keV maximum energy is not sufficient to distinguish between fibroglandular613

and adipose tissue. Reconstruction artifacts (i.e. detection of carcinoma) in the614

upper corners of the images at 60 kVp are also caused by the lack of informa-615

tion in momentum transfer space at this energy level. As for low depths, these616

high depth values are only covered by the first hole with very low diffraction617

angles. In addition to this, these edges correspond to very low system sensitivity618
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(Fig. 6.b), which further decreases the amount of available information in these619

regions. Tumor detection in these regions would not be reliable for the given620

position of the system especially at 60 keV.621

To conclude, the detection of a small tumor situated in regions covered622

also by another hole than the first one is optimum (in terms of dose received)623

with a 60 kVp incident spectrum, for the considered system. This detection624

corresponds to a binary task, presence or absence of a tumor, where it is not625

necessary to identify the different tissue types present in each sample voxel.626

Reconstruction of an image slice is more complex task. Here, we require spatial627

information concerning each tissue type everywhere in the sample. In this case,628

energies higher than 60 keV provide useful information for regions imaged with629

low scattering angles. If the collimation system was conceived in a way that630

edge regions were also covered by other holes, i.e. higher scattering angles, edge631

artifacts might be avoided even with an incident spectrum at 60 kVp.632

Figure 11: Example of a simulated XRD spectrum with a tumor at its center for scan position

x = 0 (center in x,y-plane): 30 mm thick fibroglandular region, 100 kVp incident spectrum,

5 · 106 incident photons.

5. Conclusion633

The present study indicates that coherent scattering of X-rays appears as a634

very promising technique to classify breast tissues when classical mammography635

gives an unclear result, and to reduce the number of unnecessary breast biopsies.636

We dimensioned an XRD system, in particular the secondary collimation637

(hole size, collimation height, number of holes, sensitivity distribution), com-638
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(a) No tumor (100 kVp). (b) With tumor (100 kVp).

(c) No tumor (60 kVp). (d) With tumor (60 kVp).

Figure 12: Reconstructed images for incident spectra with 100 keV or 60 keV maximum energy

(blue = adipose tissue, green = fibroglandular tissue, red = carcinoma, black = blue+green).
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bining EDXRD information at different scattering angles, for use as a second639

control after conventional mammography. In this article, we evaluated its per-640

formance in breast imaging in terms of separation power. Therefore, XRD641

spectra for phantoms with and without tumor were used and the required dose642

to distinguish between these two kinds of spectra was calculated.643

It was found that the sensitivity and specificity of the method were good644

even when the dose delivered was moderate. To achieve a 3σ separation, a645

dose around 0.3 mGy is needed if the tumor is situated in the center of the646

breast. This dose is very acceptable compared to conventional mammography647

(1-3 mGy). When the tumor was not in the center of the breast, the required648

dose increased slightly, but remained very low provided the tumor was located649

within the field of sensitivity.650

Delivered dose is also impacted by the choice of the incident X-ray spectrum651

used for imaging. In fact, the number of photons, i.e. the incident dose, nec-652

essary to detect the tumor depends on the amount of information carried by653

each detected photon after coherent scattering. This information corresponds654

to its momentum transfer value, given by the combination of photon energy655

and its scattering angle. The detected scattering angles are determined by the656

secondary collimation. Testing of incident tungsten spectra at different tube657

voltages showed that for the present system the combination of scattering an-658

gles and photon energies was the best with an incident spectrum at 60 kVp. A659

system with a different distribution of intercepted scattering angles will have an660

optimal incident spectrum at a different tube voltage.661

As the detection of tumors in dense breasts are often a problem in classical662

mammography, the impact of varying breast density on separation power of the663

system was tested. It turned out that different breast densities do not affect664

the detectability of the tumor or the order of magnitude of the required dose.665

Hence, XRD imaging with the presented system appears to be a well adapted666

solution at a second control level after conventional mammography. Though,667

mammography does only allow to identify a suspicious region in the plane and668

not the exact location of the possible tumor. Therefore, an x,y-scan of this669
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region is required, but scan-time appears to be acceptable. With an incident670

flux of about 1.5·108 photons per cm2 per mAs at 1 m distance (tube current671

of about 10 mA), scan-time for 10 cm3 would be about 2 seconds. A scan slice672

in x-direction was simulated to assess the imaging qualities of the proposed673

XRD system. Reconstruction results confirmed that the small tumor can be674

detected using this system, although spatial resolution was poor compared to675

other imaging techniques.676

In future work, it will be necessary to manufacture the XRD system pre-677

sented here so as to be able to make experimental measurements in order to678

confirm the simulation results. The impact of variability of breast thickness679

and tissue scattering signatures should also be studied.680
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